ABSTRACT.
The genus of a group is defined to be the minimum genus for any Cayley color graph of the group. All finite planar groups have been determined, but little is known about the genus of finite nonplanar groups.
In this paper two families of toroidal groups are presented; the genus is calculated for certain abelian groups; and upper bounds are given for the genera of the symmetric and alternating groups and for some hamiltonian groups.
Introduction. Corresponding to a presentation P, in terms of generators and relations, for a group G is the Cayley color graph Dp(G), defined as follows: The yiG) m min y(Dp(G)).
over P If G has no finite genus, we write y(G) = <*>. Levinson [lO] has shown that an infinite group G has either y(G) = 0 or y(G) = °°. Here we consider only finite groups.
A minimal presentation has no redundant generators. If y(G) = y(Dp(G)),
we call P a genus presentation for G. Brahana, yet y(Z2 x Z4) = 0; see Figure  1 . Also, our definition has the following intuitive appeal: a Cayley color graph gives a "picture" of its group, from which many group properties (such as commutivity, normality of certain subgroups, the multiplication The next class of groups includes the quaternions, the smallest order nonplanar group.
Theorem 3. Let G be the dicyclic group:
then y(G ) = 1, for n > 1.
[November Proof. We note that y(G )>1, since G is not planar for zz > 1 (Gj = Z4).
We show that y(Dp(G )) < 1 for P as in the statement of the theorem. Let 17 = {xl\l < i < 2n\ and V2 = {x'y\l < i < 2n\; thenG = V, u V2, a disjoint union. Now in Dp(G ) every edge colored x joins two vertices in V, or two vertices in V2, since (x7x £ V. and (x'y)x £ V2, tot otherwise (xJy)x = x , fot some k, and y would be redundant. Also, every edge colored y joins a vertex in V. to a vertex in V2
(or vice-versa), since (x')y £ V' and (x'y)y = x!(y )= x'x" = x, + n£ V,. We select the permutations p of Edmonds' algorithm as follows:
Í(gx \ gy-\ gx, gy) if g £ Vy (gy, g*> gy where n = W. ,m ., m . is a multiple of m . , for 1 < i < r -1, and r is the rank of G.
There is a graphical product that corresponds in a natural manner to the direct product for groups. Let 77, and 7/, be two graphs, with vertex sets V(H. then the (external) direct product G. x G, has standard presentation P, given by:
G, xG, = (zfe,,-..,/fe Imz, =• • ♦= w = k .k .k ~ k ~ = e, I < i < m < j < n),
where we represent g. £ G. as (g,, ec ) and g, e G2 as (eG , g2), in the product G, x G2.
The next theorem follows directly from these definitions. but then h. = e, so that 3 divides the order of G. We also obtain the following two corollaries:
Lorollary 11a.
y(Sn)<l + -J--"("2-5z2+2), n>2.
Proof. Take and r= (l 2)(3 »), so that s""1 = r2 = isr)n~l = e (see L3J).
The two formulas given above for 5 and A respectively were also found by Brahana [3] , using a different method and in a slightly different context. where V. U V2 is the partition of the vertex set of the bipartite graph D p(G).
Then, computing orbits, we find:
fcti 2wk ft.i 2V
the genus now follows from the euler formula.
In applying Theorem 12, it is naturally desirable to order the g. so that
Lk_xl/wk is a maximum. The corollary below gives a bound for y(S ) that coincides with a result of Jacques; see [13] .
Corollary 12a. y(SJ < 1 + (n\/S)(n -5), n > 6.
Proof. Sn = ((1 2), (2 3), (3 4), •• -, (72 -1 72)); now take Vl=An.
Note that this bound is not as sharp as that of Corollary 11a.
Theorem 13. If G = (g,, gjlg^1 = g™2 = e = (g:g2gï ^2" ! )¿>> "^ere TOi > m2> 3, r/>e72 y(G)<l+i£l(l-l).
Proof. We use pg = (gg,, gg2, ggj \ ggj1) for all g £ G. Then every orbit has length 4k, so that r= \G\/k, p = |G|, q = 2|G|, and the euler formula shows that y(G)<y(Dp(G))< l+^l(l-A 2 where P is the presentation given above for G.
We note that the group G of Theorem 13 is abe lian if and only if k = 1, and that in this case we have y(Z x Z ) < 1, in agreement with Theorem 2.
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We now vary the presentation of Theorem 13 by setting m2 = 2 (we still re- We note that p = |G| and a = 3|G|/2. 
